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Dear Mr. Meagher, 

_ It has been nine days since I wrote Oscar Collier a long letter, going 
into many things. I presume he didn t mention it to you because you mde no reference 
to any of its contents. He raised tHe same questions with me about six months ago 

when we first discussed the book. 

I do not really think he has any doubts about the sale, not do I think 

any of the others who gave this as his reason did. In his case, I do believe I may 

have made s mistake in being honest with him end telling him what other publishers 

said. I was aware at the time of the possibility he ( and the others I told) would 

wonder whether there might be some truth to it, and this question, added to the 

cérteainty of some problems, made the prospect too discouraging. 

Many thanks forgyour effort. It may have done some gocd, for he must hsve 

thought about wheat you said after you left. 

Possibly one of the problems is the type of government we live under and 

the things we ere taught. This is a difficult thing to believe; yet 1 cannot believe 

my book didn't persaude him. Most of the editors, including some world-famous corres- 

pondents have commented on its persaasiveness. Collier's real reason + maygever know, 

unless at some time he choses to reveal it. Meanwhile, 4+ have no chcice but to assume 

he means whet he said and, when I can, I am inquiring into the possibility of getting 

for him some kind of a guarantee. At that point I will know more. 

However, I do not agree with you that anyone would print this book with 

no financial risk involved, that it doesn't take much courage to decide on a sure 

thing. Exactly this decision hes been made by people who thought they were being offer- 

ed at least a best seller; and quite a few of the editors seid, some in writing, that 

it was precisely 4 lack of courage that resulted in no contract offer. 

He wes both nice and cordial with me, but on the occasion of our inter- 

view I detécted neither indeciseveness or lack ofmeonviction. As en sgent, before 

he went to Fleet, he had represented both Mark Lane and Marguerite Oswald ( neither 

association being of the kind to eneoursge further connections with the subject ) 

and seemed goite Willing to believe what we know to be the truth. 

Meanwhile, I am exploring other possibilities, with nothing now 

justifying any optimism. I will keep you posted. 4nd sgain, thanks. 

Min erely » yy 

byl) 
Harold Weisberg 


